In this paper, we describe a voting mechanism for accurate named entity (NE) translation in English-Chinese question answering (QA). This mechanism involves translations from three different sources: machine translation, online encyclopaedia, and web documents. The translation with the highest number of votes is selected. We evaluated this approach using test collection, topics and assessment results from the NTCIR-8 evaluation forum. This mechanism achieved 95% accuracy in NEs translation and 0.3756 MAP in English-Chinese cross-lingual information retrieval of QA.
Introduction
Nowadays, it is easy for people to access multi-lingual information on the Internet. Key term searching on an information retrieval (IR) system is common for information lookup. However, when people try to look for answers in a different language, it is more natural and comfortable for them to provide the IR system with questions in their own natural languages (e.g. looking for a Chinese answer with an English question: "what is Taiji"?). Crosslingual question answering (CLQA) tries to satisfy such needs by directly finding the correct answer for the question in a different language.
In order to return a cross-lingual answer, a CLQA system needs to understand the question, choose proper query terms, and then extract correct answers. Cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) plays a very important role in this process because the relevancy of retrieved documents (or passages) affects the accuracy of the answers.
A simple approach to achieving CLIR is to translate the query into the language of the target documents and then to use a monolingual IR system to locate the relevant ones. However, it is essential but difficult to translate the question correctly. Currently, machine translation (MT) can achieve very high accuracy when translating general text. However, the complex phrases and possible ambiguities present in a question challenge general purpose MT approaches. Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) terms are particularly problematic. So the key for successful CLQA is being able to correctly translate all terms in the question, especially the OOV phrases.
In this paper, we discuss an approach for accurate question translation that targets the OOV phrases and uses a translation voting mechanism. This mechanism involves translations from three different sources: machine translation, online encyclopaedia, and web documents. The translation with the highest number of votes is selected. To demonstrate this mechanism, we use Google Translate (GT) 1 as the MT source, Wikipedia as the encyclopaedia source, and Google web search engine to retrieve Wikipedia links and relevant Web document snippets.
English questions on the Chinese corpus for CLQA are used to illustrate of this approach. Finally, the approach is examined and evaluated in terms of translation accuracy and resulting CLIR performance using the test collection, topics and assessment results from NTCIR-8 2 . The Web-based translation method was shown to be an effective way to solve the OOV phrase problem (Chen et al., 2000; Lu et al., 2007; Zhang & Vines, 2004; Zhang et al., 2005) . The idea behind this method is that a term/phrase and its corresponding translation normally co-exist in the same document because authors often provide the new terms' translation for easy reading.
English Question Templates (QTs)
In Wikipedia the language links provided for each entry cover most popular written languages, therefore, it was used to solve a low coverage issue on named entities in EuroWordNet (Ferrá ndez et al., 2007) ; a number of research groups (Chan et al., 2007; Shi et al., 2008; Su et al., 2007; Tatsunori Mori, 2007) employed Wikipedia to tackle OOV problems in the NTCIR evaluation forum.
CLQA Question Analysis
Questions for CLQA can be very complex. For example, "What is the relationship between the movie "Riding Alone for Thousands of Miles" and ZHANG Yimou?" . In this example, it is important to recognise two named entities ("Riding Alone for Thousands of Miles" and "ZHANG Yimou") and to translate them precisely.
In order to recognise the NEs in the question, first, English question template phrases in Table 1 Given these observations, there could be up to three different sources from which we can obtain translations for a named entity; the task is to find the best one.
VMNET Algorithm
A Google search on the extracted named entity is performed to return related Wikipedia links and bilingual web document snippets. Then from the results of Web search and MT, three different translations could be acquired.
Wikipedia Translation
The Chinese equivalent Wikipedia pages could be found by following the language links in English pages. The title of the discovered Chinese Wikipedia page is then used as the Wikipedia translation.
Bilingual Clue Text Translation
The Chinese text contained in the snippets returned by the search engine is processed for bilingual clue text translation. The phrase in a different language enclosed in parentheses which come directly after the named entity is used as a candidate translation. For example, from a web document snippet, "YouTube -
陳信安" can be extracted and used as a candidate translation of "Sean Chen", who is a basket ball player from Taiwan.
Machine Translation
In the meantime, translations for the named entity and its tip term (if there is one) are also retrieved using Google Translate.
Regarding the translation using Wikipedia, the number of results could be more than one because of ambiguity. So for a given named entity, we could have at least one, but possibly more than three candidate translations.
With all possible candidate translations, the best one then can be selected. Translations from all three sources are equally weighted. Each translation contributes one vote, and the votes for identical translation are cumulated. The best translation is the one with the highest number of votes. In the case of a tie, the first choice of the best translation is the Wikipedia translation if only one Wiki-entry is found; otherwise, the priority for choosing the best is bilingual clue text translation, then machine translation.
Query Generation with VMNET
Because terms can have multiple meanings, ambiguity often occurs if only a single term is given in machine translation. A state-of-the-art MT toolkit/service could perform better if more contextual information is provided. So a better translation is possible if the whole sentence is given (e.g. the question). For this rea-son, the machine translation of the question is the whole query and not with the templates removed.
However, issues arise: 1) how do we know if all the named entities in question are translated correctly? 2) if there is an error in named entity translation, how can it be fixed? Particularly for case 2, the translation for the whole question is considered acceptable, except for the named entity translation part. We intend to keep most of the translation and replace the bad named entity translation with the good one. But finding the incorrect named entity translation is difficult because the translation for a named entity can be different in different contexts. The missing boundaries in Chinese sentences make the problem harder. To solve this, when a translation error is detected, the question is reformatted by replacing all the named entities with some nonsense strings containing special characters as place holders. These place holders remain unchanged during the translation process. The good NE translations then can be put back for the nearly translated question. Given an English question Q, the detailed steps for the Chinese query generation are as following:
1. Retrieve machine translation T mt for the whole question from Google Translate. 2. Remove question template phrase from question. 3. Process the remaining using the POS tagger. 4. Extract the named entities from the tagged words using the method discussed in Section 3. 5. Replace each named entity in question Q with a special string S i ,(i =0,1,2,..) which makes nonsense in translation and is formed by a few non-alphabet characters. In our experiments, S i is created by joining a double quote character with a ^ character and the named entity id (a number, starting from 0, then increasing by 1 in order of occurrence of the named entity) followed by another double quote character. The final S i , becomes "^id". 
Chinese Document Processing
Approaches to Chinese text indexing vary: Unigrams, bigrams and whole words are all commonly used as tokens. The performance of various IR systems using different segmentation algorithms or techniques varies as well (Chen et al., 1997; Robert & Kwok, 2002) . It was seen in prior experiments that using an indexing technique requiring no dictionary can have similar performance to word-based indexing (Chen, et al., 1997) . Using bigrams that exhibit high mutual information and unigrams as index terms can achieve good results. Motivated by indexing efficiency and without the need for Chinese text segmentation, we use both bigrams and unigrams as indexing units for our Chinese IR experiments.
Weighting Model
A slightly modified BM25 ranking function was used for document ordering.
When calculating the inverse document frequency, we use:
(1) where N is the number of documents in the corpus, and n is the document frequency of query term . The retrieval status value of a document d with respect to query is given as:
- (2) where is the term frequency of term in document d; is the length of document d in words and avgdl is the mean document length. The number of bigrams is included in the document length. The values of the tuneable parameters and b used in our experiments are 0.7 and 0.3 respectively. 
CLIR Experiment

Test Collection and Topics
Evaluation Measures
The evaluation of VMNET performance covers two main aspects: translation accuracy and CLIR performance. As we focus on named entity translation, the translation accuracy is measured using the precision of translated named entities at the topic level. So the translation precision -P is defined as: (3) where c is the number of topics in which all the named entities are correctly translated; N is the number of topics evaluated.
The effectiveness of different translation methods can be further measured by the resulting CLIR performance. In NTCIR-8, CLIR performance is measured using the mean average precision. The MAP values are obtained by running the ir4qa_eval2 toolkit with the assessment results 3 on experimental run s (NTCIR Project, 2010) . MAP is computed using only 73 topics due to an insufficient number of relevant document found for the other 27 topics (Sakai et al., 2010) . This is the case for all NTCIR-8 ACLIA submissions and not our decision.
It also must be noted that there are five topics that have misspelled terms in their English questions. The misspelled terms in those 5 topics are given in Table 3 . It is interesting to see how different translations cope with misspelled terms and how this affects the CLIR result.
Topic ID Misspelling Correction
ACLIA2-CS-0024
Qingling Qinling
ACLIA2-CS-0035
Initials D Initial D
ACLIA2-CS-0066
Kasianov Kasyanov
ACLIA2-CS-0074
Northern Territories northern territories
ACLIA2-CS-0075
Kashimir Kashmir Table 3 . The misspelled terms in topics
CLIR Experiment runs
A few experimental runs were created for VMNET and CLIR system performance evaluation. Their details are listed in Table 7 . Those with name *CS-CS* are the Chinese monolingual IR runs; and those with the name *EN-CS* are the English-to-Chinese CLIR runs. Mono-lingual IR runs are used for benchmarking our CLIR system performance.
Results and Discussion
Translation Evaluation
The translations in our experiments using Google Translate reflect only the results retrieved at the time of the experiments because Google Translate is believed to be improved over time.
The result of the final translation evaluation on the 100 topics is given in Table 4 . Google Translate had difficulties in 13 topics. If all 3 http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/ntcir-ws8/ws-en.html. thirteen named entities in those topics where Google Translate failed are considered OOV terms, the portion of topics with OOV phrases is relatively small. Regardless, there is an 8% improvement achieved by VMNET reaching 95% precision. Table 4 . Translation Evaluation Results There are in total 14 topics in which Google Translate or VMNET failed to correctly translate all named entities. These topics are listed in Table 8 . Interestingly, for topic (ACLIA2-CS-0066) with the misspelled term "Kasianov", VMNET still managed to find a correct translation ( 米哈伊尔 · 米 哈 伊 洛 维 奇·卡西亚诺夫). This has to be attributed to the search engine's capability in handling misspellings. On the other hand, Google Translate was correct in its translation of "Northern Territories" of Japan, but VMNET incorrectly chose "Northern Territory" (of Australia). For the rest of the misspelled phrases (Qingling, Initials D, Kashimir), neither Google Translate nor VMNET could pick the correct translation.
IR Evaluation
The MAP values of all experimental runs corresponding to each query processing technique and Chinese indexing strategy are given in Table 5. The results of mono-lingual runs give benchmarking scores for CLIR runs.
As expected, the highest MAP 0.4681 is achieved by the monolingual run VMNET-CS-CS-01-T, in which the questions were manually segmented and all the noise words were removed.
It is encouraging to see that the automatic run VMNET-CS-CS-02-T with only question template phrase removal has a slightly lower MAP 0.4419 than that (0.4488) of the best performance CS-CS run in the NTCIR-8 evaluation forum (Sakai, et al., 2010) .
If unigrams were used as the only indexing units, the MAP of VMNET-CS-CS-04-T dropped from 0.4681 to 0.3406. On the other hand, all runs using bigrams as indexing units either exclusively or jointly performed very well. The MAP of run VMNET-CS-CS-05-T using bigrams only is 0.4653, which is slightly lower than that of the top performer run VMNET-CS-CS-01-T, which used two forms of indexing units. However, retrieval performance could be maximised by using both unigrams and bigrams as indexing units.
The highest MAP (0.3756) of a CLIR run is achieved by run VMNET-EN-CS-03-T, which used VMNET for translation. Comparing it to our manual run VMNET-CS-CS-01-T, there is around 9% performance degradation as a result of the influence of noise words in the questions, and the possible information loss or added noise due to English-to-Chinese translation, even though the named entities translation precision is relatively high.
The best EN-CS CLIR run (MAP 0.4209) in all submissions to the NTCIR-8 ACLIA task used the same indexing technique (bigrams and unigrams) and ranking function (BM25) as run VMNET-EN-CS-03-T but with "query expansion based on RSV" (Sakai, et al., 2010) . The MAP difference 4.5% between the forum best run and our CLIR best run could suggest that using query expansion is an effective way to improve the CLIR system performance.
Runs VMNET-EN-CS-01-T and VMNET-EN-CS-04-T, that both used Google Translate provide direct comparisons with runs VMNET-EN-CS-02-T and VMNET-EN-CS-03-T, respectively, which employed VMNET for translation. All runs using VMNET performed better than the runs using Google Translate.
Run Name MAP
NTCIR-8 CS-CS BEST
0.4488
VMNET Table 5 . Results of all experimental runs The different performances between CLIR runs using Google Translate and VMENT is the joint result of the translation improvement and other translation differences. As shown in Table 8 , VMNET found the correct translations for 8 more topics than Google Translate.
It should be noted that there are two topics (ACLIA2-CS-0008 and ACLIA2-CS-0088) not included in the final CLIR evaluation (Sakai, et al., 2010) . Also, there is one phrase, "Kenneth Yen (K. T. Yen) (严凯泰)", which VMNET couldn't find the correct translation for, but it detected a highly associated term "Yulon -裕隆汽车", an automaker company in Taiwan; Kenneth Yen is the CEO of Yulon. Although Yulon is not a correct translation, it is still a good query term because it is then possible to find the correct answer for the question: "Who is Kenneth Yen?". However, this topic was not included in the NTCIR-8 IR4QA evaluation.
Moreover, it is possible to have multiple explanations for a term. In order to discover as many question-related documents as possible, alternative translations found by VMNET are also used as additional query terms. They are shown in Table 6 . For example, 丁克 is the Chinese term for DINK in Mainland China, but 顶 客族 is used in Taiwan. Furthermore, because VMNET gives the Wikipedia translation the highest priority if only one entry is found, a person's full name is used in person name translation rather than the short commonly used name. For example, Cheney (former vice president of U.S.) is translated into 迪 克·切尼 rather than just 切尼. Table 6 . Alternative translations The biggest difference, 3.07%, between runs that used different translation is from runs VMNET-EN-CS-03-T and VMNET-EN-CS-04-T, which both pruned the question template phrase for simple query processing. Although the performance improvement is not obvious, the correct translations and the additional query terms found by VMNET are still very valuable.
NE
VMNET Wiki Title
Conclusions
General machine translation can already achieve very good translation results, but with our proposed approach we can further improve the translation accuracy. With a proper adjust-ment of this approach, it could be used in a situation where there is a need for higher precision of complex phrase translation.
The results from our CLIR experiments indicate that VMNET is also capable of providing high quality query terms. A CLIR system can achieve good results for answer finding by using the VMNET for translation, simple indexing technique (bigrams and unigrams), and plain question template phrase pruning.
Run Name
Indexing Units
Query Processing
VMNET-CS-CS-01-T U + B Manually segment the question and remove all the noise words VMNET-CS-CS-02-T U + B Prune the question template phrase VMNET-CS-CS-03-T U + B Use the whole question without doing any extra processing work VMNET-CS-CS-04-T U As VMNET-CS-CS-01-T VMNET-CS-CS-05-T B
As VMNET-CS-CS-01-T VMNET-EN-CS-01-T U + B Use Google Translate on the whole question and use the entire translation as query VMNET-EN-CS-02-T U + B Use VMNET translation result without doing any further processing VMNET-EN-CS-03-T U + B As above, but prune the Chinese question template from translation VMNET-EN-CS-04-T U + B Use Google Translate on the whole question and prune the Chinese question template phrase from the translation 
